CLEAN WATER INITIATIVE
Who is Embrace Relief?

Embrace Relief is a humanitarian aid organization based in Fairfield, NJ, whose work supports vulnerable people around the world. For more than a decade, our programs have addressed the most basic needs of people in difficult situations, both here in the United States and in more than 50 countries around the world.

Who We Help
With all our campaigns

Hundreds of thousands of people each year

50+ countries

6 continents
Clean Water Changes Lives

Water is life. With this well, our life will be easier, our children have time for education, even cooking becomes easy.

—Gambo Idriss, chief of Chedide 2 village, Chad.

This sentiment is shared by every person whose life is changed by clean water. Embrace Relief has given over 800,000 people a safe and reliable source of drinking water, and this number will only continue to grow.

800+ water wells newly built or reconstructed

800,000+ people provided safe, reliable drinking water
The Clean Water Crisis

Around the world, more than **700 million** people **live without a reliable source of clean drinking water** each and every day. Without clean water, people face:

- Widespread poverty
- Less economic opportunity
- Increased gender inequality
- Widespread disease
- Increased child mortality

These impacts are most notable in sub-Saharan Africa, and it is here that Embrace Relief concentrates its work providing safe sources of water.
2 Ways To Give Clean Water

Clean Water Initiative: we find areas to construct brand new water wells for those in need.

Fountains of Hope Project: we locate damaged and abandoned water wells to repair them and restore clean water.

Our wells serve people in

- Chad (build/reconstruct)
- Cameroon (build/reconstruct)
- Nigeria (build/reconstruct)
- Tanzania (build)
- Kenya (build)
- Uganda (build)

In 2023, Embrace Relief expanded our commitment to clean water by including a Water, Sanitation, and Hygiene (WASH) educational component for the communities we serve. By washing food, hands, and the rest of the body, the spread of dangerous bacteria can be stopped and countless lives can be saved.
Join our “H2O Hero” Monthly Donor Program. **A $25 donation provides clean water to 1,000 people each month!**

**Build or repair** (and name) your own water well by making a one-time donation! Each of our wells comes with a five-year warranty with all maintenance included.

**Build a new water well**
- **$3950**

**Reconstruct a water well**
- **$1300**

Make a donation to an ongoing water well well project.
For more information, visit our Clean Water web page. With just a few clicks, you can help us break cycles of poverty and disease, and make a tangible impact on people's lives. We thank you for your generous support!

Inside a Water Well

Our wells are built to a depth of approximately 147 feet, deep enough to be free of surface contaminants and bacteria. Our pipes carry clean water from vast underground aquifers up to the surface with the use of an easy-to-operate hand pump, providing a sustainable source of drinking water for years to come.
Connect With Us

(201) 528 - 3181
18 Passaic Ave., Suite 1
Fairfield, NJ, 07004

@EmbraceRelief